
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Visualization Mastery  

SKILLSOFT ASPIRE JOURNEY 



Data Visualizations play a key role in helping companies make data driven decisions. This Skillsoft Aspire journey 
will help you understand the significance of creating user-centered visuals, best practices to follow along with 
various types of charts, plots, graphs and diagrams to represent data visually. 

Along with eye catching visualizations using Excel from various imported data formats, you will also learn to create 
various types of visualizations using BI tools like QlikView. You will then explore creating interactive dashboards 
and infographics for your visualization projects. You will also explore various techniques for creating visualizations 
using various Python libraries like Matplotlib, Plotly, and Bokeh before modelling the data. 

 

 

 

 

PREREQUISITES 

In order to fully profit from the potential of this Aspire Journey, we recommend the following 

prerequisite skills: 

 

▪     Familiar with Excel 

▪     Familiar with QlikView 

▪     Familiar with Python   



 

 

 
Data Visualization: 
Best Practices for 
Creating Visuals 

Objectives 

▪ recognize the importance of data visualization in the age of big data 

▪ list best practices for visualizing data 

▪ outline different presentation types and considerations before choosing a chart 

type for your data 

▪ identify use cases that require tables and bar charts 

▪ list use cases and best practices for line charts and pie charts 

▪ recognize use cases that require histograms and box plots 

▪ identify use cases and best practices for scatter charts and bubble charts 

▪ recognize use cases for specialized chart types such as Gantt charts and waterfall 

charts 

▪ outline the use cases for heatmaps, funnel charts, sunburst charts, and Sankey 

diagrams 

 

 
Excel Visualization: 

Getting Started with 
Excel for Data 
Visualization 

Objectives 

▪ open up Microsoft Excel and read in data from an Excel workbook and a CSV file 

▪ import an Excel file as an XML file and separately import a JSON file into Excel and 

open it up in the Power Query Editor 

▪ import data from a PDF document and a Microsoft Access database as well as all files 

from a folder into Excel 

▪ visualize data using built-in Excel charts, explore various column chart types, and 

create basic and clustered column charts 

▪ customize a clustered column chart, add trendlines and format the chart, then create 

a basic line chart 

▪ add up/down bars and high/low lines to a line chart, copy and paste a line chart to a 

new sheet, and format the line chart 

▪ format the background fill, texture, axes, and title of a column chart and line chart 

and change the position of two charts relative to each other 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Excel Visualization: 

Building Column 
Charts, Bar Charts, & 

Histograms 

Objectives 

▪ create various kinds of clustered column charts and stacked column charts, hide a 

selection of rows, and hide a chart using that feature 

▪ use 100% stacked column charts to visualize the proportions of separate categories 

and visualize data using various 3D column charts 

▪ create a basic 3D column chart and illustrate the potential disadvantage of these 

charts 

▪ describe the difference between a column chart and a bar chart, create a clustered 

bar chart, and perform various operations, such as sorting on that chart 

▪ customize various aspects of a bar chart, such as the axis configurations, the overlap 

between the bars, and the size of the bars 

▪ illustrate the use of many different kinds of Excel bar charts, such as stacked, 100% 

stacked bar charts, and 3D bar charts 

▪ create a histogram to bin a continuous data series, visualize the counts of rows in 

each bin, and create histograms for normally and non-normally distributed data 

series 

▪ customize histograms using various options, such as the overflow and underflow 

bins to truncate the histogram on either side 

 

 
Excel Visualization: 

Visualizing Data 
Using Line Charts & 

Area Charts 

Objectives 

▪ create a basic line chart, experiment with the data label options in a line chart, and 

change the fill color of the line in a line chart 

▪ illustrate the use of the gradient fill feature, change various aspects of a gradient-

filled line chart, and work with radial gradients and linear gradients 

▪ customize various aspects of the line on a line chart, such as the thickness of the 

line and whether a line is represented using dashes, dots, or both. 

▪ use trendlines to explore the suitability of various kinds of regression models, such 

as linear regression and polynomial regression via a line chart 

▪ illustrate the use of various features related to trendlines, such as predicting future 

N periods 

▪ classify the advantages and disadvantages of variants of line charts, such as stacked 

line charts, 100% stacked line charts, and 3D line charts 

▪ create a basic area chart, illustrate a major disadvantage of an ordinary area chart, 

then change the opacity of areas in order to overcome this problem 

▪ create and format an area chart, create a stacked area chart, and illustrate the 

many advantages of stacked area charts over ordinary area charts 

▪ illustrate how a 100% stacked area chart is computed so that there is no overlap in 

the areas and the proportions of individual categories from a whole can be 

assessed easily 

▪ create 3D area charts, illustrate the various ways to overcome certain areas being 

obscured, and create a 3D stacked area chart 

▪ create a 3D area chart and format the back wall, side wall, and floor 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Excel Visualization: 

Plotting Stock Charts, 
Radar Charts, 

Treemaps, & Donuts 

Objectives 

▪ visualize the trend of a stock's performance based on high, low, and close values 

over a specific period of time using the Excel High-Low-Close stock chart 

▪ create an Excel Open-High-Low-Close stock chart, also known as a candlestick 

chart, in order to visualize financial data 

▪ use a radar chart to visualize the multivariate ordinal data and illustrate the 

advantages and disadvantages of radar charts 

▪ format various aspects of a radar chart's appearance, add individual points to it, 

and create filled radar charts 

▪ use the treemap visualization to visualize hierarchical categories 

▪ create a pie chart to display a few categories and the proportions that add up to a 

whole, then explode specific slices in the pie chart 

▪ use the pie-of-pie chart type to create one pie chart with an 'other' category and 

a second pie chart that expands the fields in that 'other' category 

▪ use the doughnut chart type to display the proportions of various categories when 

adding up to a whole, then use it to plot composition at a single instant as well as 

at different points in time 

 

 
Excel Visualization: 
Building Box Plots, 

Sunburst Plots, Gantt 
Charts, & More 

Objectives 

▪ create a basic box-and-whisker plot to display various descriptive statistics of a 

variable, such as the mean, median, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile 

▪ add labels to a box-and-whisker plot, create a box-and-whisker plot with two sets 

of boxes and whiskers grouped based on a category, and perform various 

formatting operations on this plot 

▪ create a box-and-whisker-plot with separate categories on the x-axis and based 

on the color of the box, then add lines linking the means for all categories 

▪ create a sunburst chart to visualize data with more than one level of hierarchy 

▪ create a waterfall chart to show the cumulative effect of positive and negative 

values over a specified period of time to add up to a total final value 

▪ create a Gantt chart out of a basic stacked bar chart 

▪ create band charts to quickly visualize the trend in a line chart 

▪ display the relationship between two variables and understand what kind of 

model might be most useful to represent that relationship 

▪ create a waffle or KPI chart with a grid of percentages that update based on an 

index that in turn updates based on the value of a spin button 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Final Exam: Data 
Visualization with 

Excel 

Objectives 

▪ add labels to a box-and-whisker plot, create a box-and-whisker plot with two sets 

of boxes and whiskers grouped based on a category, and perform various 

formatting operations on this plot 

▪ classify the advantages and disadvantages of variants of line charts, such as 

stacked line charts, 100% stacked line charts, and 3D line charts 

▪ create a basic area chart, illustrate a major disadvantage of an ordinary area chart, 

then change the opacity of areas to overcome this problem 

▪ create a basic line chart, experiment with the data label options in a line chart, and 

change the fill color of the line in a line chart 

▪ create a Gantt chart out of a basic stacked bar chart 

▪ create an Excel Open-High-Low-Close stock chart, also known as a candlestick 

chart, to visualize financial data 

▪ create band charts to quickly visualize the trend in a line chart 

▪ create various kinds of clustered column charts and stacked column charts, hide a 

selection of rows, and hide a chart using that feature 

▪ create various special histograms 

▪ customize various aspects of a bar chart, such as the axis configurations, the 

overlap between the bars, and the size of the bars 

▪ display the relationship between two variables and understand what kind of 

model might be most useful to represent that relationship 

▪ format the background fill, texture, axes, and title of a column chart and line chart 

and change the position of two charts relative to each other 

▪ illustrate the use of the gradient fill feature, change various aspects of a gradient-

filled line chart, and work with radial gradients and linear gradients 

▪ import data from a PDF document and a Microsoft Access database as well as all 

files from a folder into Excel 

▪ list the best practices while building charts and visualizations 

▪ open up Microsoft Excel and read in data from an Excel workbook and a CSV file 

▪ recall the right special case for Heatmaps, Funnel Charts, Sunburst Charts, and 

Sankey Charts 

▪ recall why data visualization is important in this age of big data 

▪ use a radar chart to visualize the multivariate ordinal data and illustrate the 

advantages and disadvantages of radar charts 

▪ visualize the trend of a stock's performance based on high, low, and close values 

over a specific period using the Excel High-Low-Close stock chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 
QlikView: Getting 

Started with QlikView for 
Data Visualization 

Objectives 

▪ install and set up QlikView Personal on your local Windows machine 

▪ use the built-in QlikView Movies example to illustrate QlikView's associative model 

▪ import data from Excel into QlikView 

▪ create and illustrate the use of a table box sheet object 

▪ configure a basic bar chart and table that influence each other 

▪ perform sort and filter operations on a bar chart 

▪ create horizontal bar charts and visualize negative values 

▪ import data from a CSV file into QlikView 

▪ create a table box sheet object and a multi box sheet object to influence the other 

objects in a sheet 

▪ create a pie chart to visualize the proportion of individual categories 

▪ create and customize basic grid charts 

▪ explore data using a trellis chart 
 

 

QlikView: Creating Line 
Charts, Combo Charts, 
Pivot Tables, & Block 

Charts 

Objectives 

▪ use QlikView to create and format a line chart 

▪ perform regression analysis using trendlines 

▪ create various customized line charts and explore the use of stacked area charts 

▪ create basic combo charts with bars and lines 

▪ customize combo charts by adding labels and lines 

▪ explore the use of stacked bar charts 

▪ use a pivot table to access aggregate values in hierarchical data 

▪ combine a straight table with a pivot table and access currently selected data 

▪ create a treemap, also called a block chart, to visualize hierarchical data 

▪ create a donut chart and use buttons to perform operations on data 
 

 
QlikView: Creating 

Mekko Charts, Radar 
Charts, Gauge Charts, & 

Scatter Charts 

Objectives 

▪ implement Mekko charts to view the composition of sub-categories within each 

category in a chart 

▪ use the line/arrow sheet object to perform actions 

▪ create funnel charts to calculate the relative success rates of linear sequential process 

steps 

▪ create basic gauge charts to compare the current value of a variable against its target 

value 

▪ customize the look and feel of gauge charts 

▪ work with different kinds of gauge charts, such as tanks, thermometers, and joysticks 

▪ use radar charts to plot multidimensional data 

▪ create a basic scatter plot 

▪ customize scatter plots to have three dimensions using the sizes of data points 

▪ configure a scatter plot with a search bar, slider, and animations 



 

 

Final Exam: Data 
Visualization with BI 

Tools 

Objectives 

▪ combine a straight table with a pivot table and access currently selected data 

▪ configure a scatter plot with a search bar, slider, and animations 

▪ create a basic scatter plot 

▪ create a donut chart 

▪ create a donut chart and use buttons to perform operations on data 

▪ create and illustrate the use of a table box sheet object 

▪ create a table box sheet object and a multi-box sheet object to influence the 

other objects in a sheet 

▪ create basic combo charts with bars and lines 

▪ create basic gauge charts to compare the current value of a variable against its 

target value 

▪ create funnel charts to calculate the relative success rates of linear sequential 

process steps 

▪ create horizontal bar charts and visualize negative values 

▪ customize the look and feel of gauge charts 

▪ explore the use of stacked bar charts 

▪ implement Mekko charts to view the composition of sub-categories within each 

category in a chart 

▪ import data from a CSV file into QlikView 

▪ import data from Excel into QlikView 

▪ install and set up QlikView Personal on your local Windows machine 

▪ perform regression analysis using trendlines 

▪ perform sort and filter operations on a bar chart 

▪ use QlikView to create and format a line chart 

 

 

Data Visualization with 
Excel and BI Tools 

Objectives 

▪ Perform data visualization tasks with Excel such as creating and customizing line, 

bar, area and band charts. Then use Qlikview to create tables and bar, combo, 

line and funnel charts. 

 

 

  



 

 

 
Infogram: Getting 

Started 

Objectives 

▪ set up an Infogram account and explore the various types of built-in projects and 

templates available 

▪ create an Infogram project and insert and configure an image and a calendar icon 

▪ add various visual elements to an Infogram project, such as rectangles and arrows, in 

order to draw attention to specific details 

▪ use pivot tables in Microsoft Excel to perform data transformation in preparation for 

use in Infogram charts 

▪ visualize data using line charts in Infogram and perform various formatting operations 

on them 

▪ perform various formatting operations on a line chart and add a second line to it 

▪ use a line margin chart to convey ranges of predicted values 

▪ visualize the distribution of values for a continuous variable using a histogram 

▪ plot the proportion of sub-categories building up to broader categories using stacked 

bar chart 

▪ plot the percentage split of sub categories in adding up to broader categories using 

100% stacked bar charts 

▪ plot the variation of multiple categories of data over a period of time using stacked 

area charts 

 

 
Infogram: Advanced 

Features 

Objectives 

▪ visualize the change in data over a period of time using an animated bar race 

▪ plot the OHLC of a stock for a number of days using a candlestick chart and also 

explore the integration of Infogram with Google Spreadsheets 

▪ create a waterfall chart to visualize the cumulative effect of positive and negative 

values when analyzing the financials of a company 

▪ create a treemap and a line chart that updates dynamically based on the selection 

from a set of tabs 

▪ define interactions in a dashboard involving a single selection which affects 

multiple line charts and a streamgraph 

▪ create a project with some caption texts and a Gantt chart plotting different stages 

in a timeline 

▪ add a line chart and an animated callout circle to an infographic 

▪ create a pie chart visualizing the proportion of categories adding up to a whole 

and add it and a GIF to an infographic 

 



 
Visme: Introduction 

Objectives 

▪ recall use cases for different types of Visme projects 

▪ recognize Visme's design features when designing social media infographics 

▪ configure elements such as text and icons to create an infographic 

▪ identify how to include and configure design elements such as shapes and text within 

Visme presentations 

▪ outline how to add a background image to an infographic, configure its opacity, and 

determine its level among the layers of other elements 

▪ build a poster by creating a visual containing a video 

▪ define animations like movements and timing for different design elements in a 

poster 
 

 
Visme: Exploring 

Charts 

Objectives 

▪ create a bar chart to visualize information in a dataset 

▪ recognize the different ways to configure a bar chart 

▪ visualize values across two different but related categories using horizontal bar 

charts 

▪ identify the use cases and configuration techniques for stacked bar charts 

▪ use pie and donut charts to visualize proportions in values across different 

categories 

▪ visualize changes in data over a period of time by plotting line and area charts 
 

 
Visme: Designing a 

Presentation 

Objectives 

▪ design a basic presentation from a template and explore how to configure a 

background image 

▪ recognize how to format design elements such as icons and text in a presentation 

▪ define the theme for a map chart and use it to highlight specific countries 

▪ collaborate with a teammate on a Visme project by sharing it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Final Exam: Creating 
Infographics for Data 

Visualizations 

Objectives 

▪ add various visual elements to an Infogram project, such as rectangles and arrows, to 

draw attention to specific details 

▪ convey information in a presentation using icons and text and recall the properties of 

such elements, which can be set 

▪ create a basic infographic consisting of elements such as text and icons and recall 

some of their configurable properties 

▪ create an Infogram project and insert and configure an image and a calendar icon 

▪ create a treemap and a line chart that updates dynamically based on the selection 

from a set of tabs 

▪ create a waterfall chart to visualize the cumulative effect of positive and negative 

values when analyzing the financials of a company 

▪ define a bar chart to visualize the information in your dataset 

▪ design a basic presentation from a template 

▪ explore the configurations available for a background image 

▪ plot the OHLC of a stock for a number of days using a candlestick chart and also 

explore the integration of Infogram with Google Spreadsheets 

▪ recall the different types of projects which can be created in Visme 

▪ recall the different types of projects which can be created in Visme for various use 

cases 

▪ recognize the different ways in which a Visme chart 

▪ recognize the different ways in which a Visme chart and especially a bar graph can be 

configured 

▪ recognize the features offered by Visme to design social media infographics 

▪ set up an Infogram account and explore the various types of built-in projects and 

templates available 

▪ visualize data using line charts in Infogram and perform various formatting operations 

on them 

▪ visualize the change in data over a period of time using an animated bar race 

▪ visualize the distribution of values for a continuous variable using a histogram 

▪ visualize values across two different but related categories using horizontal bar charts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Python & Matplotlib: 
Getting Started with 
Matplotlib for Data 

Visualization 

Objectives 

▪ install Matplotlib and explore Matplotlib interactive back ends 

▪ create various basic line charts visualizing random data using Matplotlib and 

pyplot 

▪ import data from a CSV file using pandas and visualize it with a basic line chart 

▪ customize various aspects of a line chart, such as the color of the line 

▪ create a figure object with multiple axes objects and create line charts in the 

axes 

▪ create a chart with two lines using two axes objects with the twinx() function 

▪ create a histogram to visualize the frequency counts of data in bins using bars 

▪ Create various special histograms, such as a histogram visualizing multiple 

columns 

▪ Compare categorical data by category against continuous values using bar 

charts 

▪ create drawn Lollipop charts to compare categorical data to continuous 

values 

▪ create bar and lollipop charts that visualize multiple related variables in one 

chart 

 

 
Python & Matplotlib: 

Creating Box Plots, 
Scatter Plots, Heatmaps, 

& Pie Charts 

Objectives 

▪ use Matplotlib to create box-and-whisker plots to display various statistics, 

such as the median, upper and lower quartiles and outliers 

▪ use Matplotlib to create filled box-and-whisker plots 

▪ use Matplotlib to visualize the relationship between two continuous variables 

using scatter plots 

▪ use Matplotlib to use correlation heatmaps to visually represent covariate 

relationships 

▪ use Matplotlib to create a heatmap that visualizes correlations and has labels 

for each correlation 

▪ use Matplotlib to visualize how individual proportions add up to a whole 

using pie charts 

▪ use Matplotlib to create exploded pie charts and treemaps 

▪ illustrate how autocorrelation and cross-correlation can be used to identify 

recurring patterns in data through Matplotlib 

▪ use Matplotlib to visualize compositions over a period of time using area 

charts and changes over time using stem plots 

 



 

 
Data Visualization: 
Building Interactive 

Visualizations with Bokeh 

Objectives 

▪ use Jupyter notebooks to install and import Bokeh 

▪ create a Bokeh chart and save it in PNG and HTML formats 

▪ display your visualization inline in a Jupyter notebook 

▪ visualize data using a bar chart 

▪ visualize data using a stacked bar chart 

▪ represent data using a clustered bar chart 

▪ visualize proportions in data using pie charts 

▪ visualize proportions in data using donut charts 

 

 
Data Visualization: More 
Specialized Visualizations 

in Bokeh 

Objectives 

▪ visualize data using a scatter plot 

▪ interpret relationships in data using scatter plots 

▪ recognize how to configure scatter plots 

▪ use a heatmap to represent relationships between variables 

▪ visualize the trend of variables over time using line charts 

▪ create a multi-line line chart and an area chart 

▪ identify relationships between entities using a network chart 

 

 
Data Visualization: 

Getting Started with 
Plotly 

Objectives 

▪ install and import Plotly using Jupyter notebooks 

▪ identify the components of a Plotly graph 

▪ visualize statistical data using box-and-whisker plots 

▪ visualize categorical data using box plots and strip plots 

▪ create colored and notched box plots 

▪ recognize how to plot financial data using candlestick charts 

▪ use funnel charts to visualize sequential data 

 

 
Data Visualization: 

Visualizing Data Using 
Advanced Charts in Plotly 

Objectives 

▪ compare values belonging to different categories using radar charts 

▪ represent continuous data across categories using radar charts 

▪ visualize hierarchical categories using sunburst charts 

▪ create a Gantt chart to visualize schedules and timelines 

▪ visualize the flow of data using a Sankey diagram 

▪ create a Sankey diagram to visualize data 

▪ create maps to visualize geographical data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Final Exam: Data 

Visualization with Python 

Objectives 

▪ create a Bokeh chart and save it as an html page and an image 

▪ create a figure object with multiple axes objects and create line charts in the 

axes 

▪ create exploded pie charts and treemaps 

▪ create maps to visualize geographical data 

▪ create various basic line charts visualizing random data using Matplotlib and 

pyplot 

▪ display your visualization inline in a Jupyter notebook 

▪ explore Matplotlib interactive back ends 

▪ implement a scatter plot 

▪ install and import Plotly using Jupyter notebooks 

▪ install Matplotlib and explore Matplotlib interactive back ends 

▪ interpret relationships using scatter plots 

▪ use Jupyter notebooks to install and import Bokeh 

▪ use Jupyter notebooks to install and import Plotly 

▪ use Matplotlib to create exploded pie charts and treemaps 

▪ use Matplotlib to create filled box-and-whisker plots 

▪ use Matplotlib to visualize the relationship between two continuous variables 

using scatter plots 

▪ use sunburst charts 

▪ visualize a trend of a variable over time using a line chart 

▪ visualize hierarchical categories using sunburst charts 

▪ visualize statistical data using box-and-whisker plots 

 

 
Creating Infographics and 

Data Visualization with 
Python 

Objectives 

▪ Perform data visualization tasks such as creating an Infogram project, 

building an infographic and creating box-and-wisker plots, line charts and 

histograms. Then visualize relationships using a scatter plot, create a bar 

chart using Bokeh, and create a box chart using Plotly. 

▪ This lab provides access to tools typically used for data visualization, 

including: 

- Jupyter Notebook 

- matplotlib 

- numpy 

- pandas 

- Plotly 

- Bokehh 

 

▪ This lab is aligned to the Creating Infographics for Data Visualization and Data 

Visualization with Python tracks of the Skillsoft Aspire Data Visualization 

journey. 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

FOLLOW US ON: 

 

        

www.skilltech.pl 

email: biuro@skilltech.pl 

tel. +48 22 44 88 827 

 

http://www.skilltech.pl/
mailto:biuro@skilltech.pl
https://www.facebook.com/SkillTechPL/
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/percipio-it
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUaVTsTXF3J3Dl-Mq9Je5Sg

